Total Number of Graduates: 315
   Female: 204 (64.8%) Male: 107 (34%)

Undergraduate BA/BS Graduates: 194
   Female: 128 (66%) Male: 62 (32%)
   15  BA-ESYS Environmental Policy
   10  BS-ESYS Earth Sciences
   54  BS-ESYS Ecology, Behavior, and Evolution
   3   BS-ESYS Environmental Chemistry
   15  BS-Earth Sciences/Geosciences
   80  BS-Marine Biology
   17  BS-Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences

Master of Advanced Studies Graduates: 39
   Female: 30 (77%) Male: 9 (23%)
   22  MAS-MBC, Marine Biology and Conservation
   17  MAS-CSP, Climate Science and Policy

Master of Science Graduates: 42
   Female: 23 (55%) Male: 19 (45%)
   5   Earth Science
   29  Marine Biology
   8   Oceanography

PhD Graduates: 40
   Female: 23 (57.5%) Male: 17 (42.5%)
   10  Earth Science
   6   Marine Biology
   22  Oceanography
   1   Geophysics Joint Doctoral Program
   1   Marine Biology with Specialization in Interdisciplinary Environmental Research

Undergraduate BA/BS Graduates: 194
   Female: 128 (66%) Male: 62 (32%)
   15  BA-ESYS Environmental Policy
   10  BS-ESYS Earth Sciences
   54  BS-ESYS Ecology, Behavior, and Evolution
   3   BS-ESYS Environmental Chemistry
   15  BS-Earth Sciences/Geosciences
   80  BS-Marine Biology
   17  BS-Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences

PhD Graduates: 40
   Female: 23 (57.5%) Male: 17 (42.5%)
   10  Earth Science
   6   Marine Biology
   22  Oceanography
   1   Geophysics Joint Doctoral Program
   1   Marine Biology with Specialization in Interdisciplinary Environmental Research

Data on non-binary Scripps students is not currently available. UC San Diego has only recently started collecting data on non-binary students and has a plan to make that data available for reporting.